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slip, glaze 
 
North Adams, MA – Gravity Gallery is pleased to present Separate Bedrooms 
an exhibition featuring ceramic tiles by Jason Green and abstract paintings by 
Stephanie McMahon from July 29th – August 25th. 
 
DownStreet Art Reception: Thursday July 27th, 5:00 – 8:00pm 
Opening Reception: Saturday, July 29th, 5:00 – 7:00 pm 
 
These artists have lived and worked in close proximity to one another for many 
years and this exhibition draws on the shared yet distinct qualities present in 
each artist's work. Through different mediums and processes, the artists create 
complex relationships between elemental shapes and forms that draw inspiration 
from both painting and ceramics.  
 
Jason Green's tiles explore a painterly surface through fluid planes of transparent 
glaze overlapping structured geometric drawings. Referencing architectural tiles 
and combining historic and modern patterns, Green creates a tension that pairs 
the weight and texture of the object with an illusionistic sense of space on the 
surface.  
 



Stephanie McMahon's paintings weave in and out of referential shapes and 
colors as unexpected and precarious relationships emerge between thin, 
translucent layers. Similar to a ceramic glaze, the materials transparently glide 
across the surface or run with gravity. Gestural forms within the body of work hint 
at earth or shale references that contrast with bright color fields 
and oscillating figure ground relationships.  
 
Green and McMahon both pair the visibility of the artist’s hand with a mechanical 
process. Green's tiles reveal the texture of the hand on the interior of the tiles as 
they are pushed into a mold. His geometric patterns are designed 
on the computer and then drawn by hand onto the surface. McMahon's 
gestural marks are often contained within a shape or stopped by a sharp, 
masked edge in contrast to the action, revealing both transitory and measured 
time. Her process is both calculated and open, creating an active space for visual 
exploration. Together these artists exhibit separate bodies of work that reveal a 
love for material exploration.  
 
 
 
 


